
The Art of Black Mirror Scrying - Unlocking
the Mysteries Within
Black mirror scrying, also known as obsidian scrying, is an ancient divination
technique that has been practiced for centuries. This form of scrying involves
gazing into a reflective black surface, such as a obsidian mirror or a bowl of
water, to access higher realms of consciousness and gain insights into the past,
present, and future.

The History of Black Mirror Scrying

Black mirror scrying can be traced back to ancient civilizations like the Aztecs,
Mayans, and Egyptians. These cultures believed that by staring into the reflective
surface, individuals could communicate with spirits, ancestors, and divine beings.

The black mirror, with its dark and mysterious appearance, was considered a
gateway or portal into the spiritual realm. It was believed to have the power to
reveal hidden knowledge and provide answers to important questions.
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The Process of Black Mirror Scrying

To practice black mirror scrying, you will need a black mirror or a reflective black
surface. These can be purchased, or you can even create your own using black
glass or obsidian. The key is to have a mirror-like surface that absorbs rather
than reflects light.

Find a quiet and dimly lit space where you won't be disturbed. Set up your black
mirror in a comfortable position in front of you, either propped up or laid flat. Take
a few deep breaths to relax and clear your mind.

Focus your gaze on the surface of the mirror, allowing your eyes to soften and
defocus. As you continue to gaze, let your mind enter a receptive state. Be open
to any images, symbols, or messages that may come to you. Trust your intuition
and let the information flow.

Interpreting the Messages

During a black mirror scrying session, you may experience a variety of sensations
and visions. Some common experiences include seeing symbols or images within
the mirror, feeling physical sensations like tingling or warmth, or receiving
messages in the form of thoughts or impressions.

Interpreting these messages requires practice and intuition. Keep a journal
nearby during your scrying sessions to document any insights or symbols that
come through. Over time, you may begin to notice patterns and themes, allowing
you to unlock deeper meanings and connections.

Benefits of Black Mirror Scrying
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Black mirror scrying can offer a range of benefits, both personally and spiritually.
Some common benefits include:

Accessing higher states of consciousness

Gaining insights into personal challenges or issues

Connecting with spiritual guides, ancestors, or divine beings

Enhancing intuition and psychic abilities

Receiving guidance on important decisions or life directions

Increasing self-awareness and understanding

The art of black mirror scrying provides a powerful tool for introspection,
divination, and spiritual growth. By diving into the depths of the black mirror, we
can unlock hidden knowledge and gain a deeper understanding of ourselves and
the world around us.

Whether you are a beginner or an experienced practitioner, black mirror scrying
offers a limitless realm of exploration and discovery. Embrace the mysteries and
allow the black mirror to guide you on your spiritual journey.
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The black mirror is a powerful divinatory and visioning tool, revered for centuries
for its ability to penetrate the veil between worlds. Mirror gazing, or scrying, is an
ancient art for making contact with the dead, opening the gates to the angelic
realm, seeing into the future and past, and seeing distant locations. All kinds of
shiny surfaces have been used as tools, but the black mirror stands above them
all. This complete and concise guide covers the history of black mirrors and
scrying, and famous people who have relied on mirrors to reveal secrets and
truth. It explains how black mirrors work in psychic seeing, and gives detailed
advice on how to use a black mirror for talking to the dead, exploring the astral
plane, discovering past lives, expanding your spiritual knowledge, and much
more. Follow in the footsteps of history’s great alchemists, mediums, and sages,
such as John Dee, Queen Elizabeth I’s royal astronomer, who used scrying to
contact angels, and Nostradamus, the famous French seer whose prophecies
reached far into the future.
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